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This imag e  re p re se nts the  e vo lutio n o f the  unive rse  o ve r
its  13.7 b il l io n ye ars. Time  incre ase s fro m le ft to  rig ht,
s tarting  fro m the  p e rio d  o f inflatio n to  the  p re se nt d ay.

So urce : WMAP te am/NASA

The  WMAP p icture  o f the  unive rse  as it ap p e are d  13.7
ye ars ag o  is  a majo r to o l co smo lo g ists use  to  und e rstand

the  unive rse ’s e arlie st time . WMAP stand s fo r Wilkinso n
Micro wave  Aniso tro p y Pro b e , b e cause  this  b ackg ro und

rad iatio n fro m the  e arly unive rse  is  “vis ib le ” in micro wave
e ne rg y. So urce : WMAP te am/NASA

When the universe began … again

By Stephen Ornes / December 6, 2010

How old is the universe? Ask a cosmologist, and you’ll
probably learn that the universe was born with the Big
Bang about 13.7 billion years ago. (Cosmologists study
the age of  the universe.) At the time of  the Big Bang, the
universe, then smaller than an atom, started to get big —
very quickly. It ’s been growing ever since.

But if  you ask Roger Penrose and Vahe Gurzadyan, you’ll get a much dif f erent — and wilder — answer. They’ll
agree that the Big Bang probably happened 13.7 billion years ago, but they might argue that it was not the
beginning. In a new, online paper by Penrose and Gurzadyan, the scientists suggest that the Big Bang was only
the latest in a series of  many “bangs.” The universe, in other words, has had many births — and many deaths.

If  they’re right, the Big Bang is actually just the latest “bang,” and the universe has expanded and contracted
multiple t imes.

Here’s a way to understand their theory. Imagine that the universe started out as a lump of  uncooked bread
dough. Just as bread dough grows with t ime (if  you let it rise), the universe has been expanding ever since the
Big Bang.

If  the universe is bread dough in the model of  Penrose and Gurzadyan, the dough doesn’t act like anything
you’ve ever kneaded. Instead, this dough rises, and then f alls. And then rises again. Then f alls again.

Penrose is a theoretical physicist at the University of
Oxf ord in England. Gurzadyan is a physicist at the
Yerevan Physics Institute and Yerevan State University in
Armenia.

Penrose is f amous f or his accomplishments in physics
and mathematics, including research on how black holes
emerge f rom the deaths of  stars. His best-selling books explain complicated science topics to ordinary
readers. He is also f amous, however, f or saying that popular ideas in physics are just plain wrong.

Penrose and Gurzadyan claim that the evidence f or their idea lies in a map of  the early universe. This isn’t any
ordinary map. It doesn’t show only constellations or galaxies. Instead, it shows the oldest light in the universe,
lef t over f rom the Big Bang. This light isn’t visible. It ’s microwave radiation, and it is like a f ading glimpse of  the
f irst moment in t ime.

Af ter studying the data, the physicists say they’ve f ound strange patterns in the map. In some places, the
microwave radiation looks a litt le dif f erent f rom the rest of  the picture. In the map, these regions look like
circles within circles — they’re places where the radiation temperatures are unlike those in other parts of  the
universe, but in a weird way.

In general, the background radiation looks like a mess — there are many dif f erent spots of  dif f erent
temperatures right next to each other. But within the circles, the temperature isn’t messed up enough. In other
words, some natural f orce caused these regions to be too tidy.
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Two  p hysic is ts say a p atte rn o f co nce ntric  c irc le s in the
map  ho ld s ne w info rmatio n ab o ut the  unive rse ’s

b e g inning . So urce : V.G.Gurzad yan and  R.Pe nro se

Penrose and Gurzadyan say these circles can’t be
explained by the theory of  inf lation, which says the
universe expanded very rapidly right af ter the Big Bang.

Their idea f or how the circles showed up is wild. In the
previous version of  the universe, they argue, supermassive black holes might have collided. This giant smash-
up would have produced powerf ul waves that moved away f rom the collision in concentric circles. These waves
are called gravitational waves, and they shake the very f abric of  the universe.

Penrose and Gurzadyan say that when the previous universe ended and ours began, those gravitational waves
turned into energy. That extra energy burst created the tidy concentric circles that the physicists f ound.

In other words, those concentric circles are like echoes of  black holes that smashed together — in a previous
universe.

It ’s a wild idea, and not all physicists are ready to get behind Penrose and Gurzadyan. Af ter all, their work
seems to cast doubt on inf lation, one of  the most important ideas in modern cosmology. To convince their
colleagues, Penrose and Gurzadyan still have a lot of  work to do.

“The paper does not provide enough detail about the analysis to assess the reality of  these circles,” David
Spergel told Science News. Spergel is a cosmologist at Princeton University.

POWER WORDS (adapted f rom NASA and the Yahoo! Kids Dictionary)

Big Bang The cosmic expansion that marked the origin of  the universe, according to current theory.

cosmology The study of  the history, structure and movements of  the universe.

inflation theory A theory that proposes a period of  extremely rapid expansion of  the universe during its f irst
f ew moments.

cosmic microwave radiation background The heat lef t over f rom the Big Bang and that should exist
throughout the universe. It is estimated to be about 2.725 degrees above absolute zero.
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